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Details of Visit:

Author: badsin
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 4 Jan 2013 16.30
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07985690252

The Premises:

Ground floor flat, close to town, just off the Ashbourne Rd.
All clean and tidy, with free safe parking nearby.

The Lady:

A slim size 8, long flowing blonde hair, privately educated with a lovely accent. About 5'7 in height.
Nice all over tan, with great legs. Pippa is about a B cup size, great nipples that are very
responsive. The best thing about this lady, is an exceptionally pretty face, with bright white teeth
and sparkling eye's.
Pippa is an early 20's student, who works approx two days per week. Normally a Monday, and a
Friday however this changes dependant on her studies!. 

The Story:

I have met Pippa, a couple of times previously. However due to her varied commitments, has been
hard to get an appointment in recent times. She is worth pursuing though!. If the phones on - she's
working.

Pippa met me at the front door in brilliant white underwear, bra, panties, suspenders and nice heels.
This really showed off her tan, and with her hair up, looked fantastic.

Pippa, seems to know what I like now: which is OWO (deep) with no hands!. She works hard at this,
and offers a very keen, wet BJ with lots of tongue attention to the tip - and good eye contact.
I lay back and enjoyed this, whilst she raised a leg so I could find her smooth sopping wet pussy
with a couple of fingers. This always makes her squirm, and seems to make her BJ skills increase
as you play with her!.
After a good 10 minutes or more, on with the mac!. Pippa climbed on board and rode me cowgirl.
Pippa does like to move around, and really grind down on your cock so that the two pubic areas are
heavily rubbing against each other - magnificent!
I lift Pippa up, and place her on her back at the edge of the bed with her legs high over my
shoulders. This then lead to some deep, vigorous pumping and deep french kissing. A few minutes
later we decided to switch to doggie (at this point there was a knock on the door to indicate time!).
We carried on though, as I pounded in hard from the rear, whilst rubbing a moist thumb around her
puckered arse hole!!.
By this time, I was ready to blow!. We went for CIM, I haven't released for several days so
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thoroughly filled Pippas mouth!!. She smiled and commented that any more and she'd be struggling
to cope!.

Thoroughly recommend if you like young, attractive, well presented ladies.
NUFF SED.
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